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ABSTRACT
This paper begins to operationalize a previously published conceptualmodelof the individual decision to telecommute. Using survey data from 628 employees of the City of San
Diego, hypothesized drives to telecommuteand constraints on / facilitators of telecommuting are measured. A binary logit model of the preference to telecommute from home
is estimated, having a p 2 of 0.68. Theexplanatoryvariables include attitudinal and factual
information.Factor analysis is performedon two groups of attitudinal questions, identifying
a total of 17 (oblique) factors whichcan be classified as drives and constraints. Additional
measures are created from other data in the survey, usually objective sociodemographic
characteristics. Variables representing at least four of the five hypothesizeddrives (work,
family, independence/leisure,and travel) are significant in the final model.Variables from
four of the 10 groups of constraints (job suitability, social/professional and household
interaction concerns, and a perceived benefit of commuting)are significant, primarily
representing internal rather than external constraints. The results clearly demonstratethe
importance of attitudinal measures over sociodemographicones, as the samedemographic
characteristics (such as the presence of children, commute
time) will have different effects
on preference for different people.

Modelingthe Preferencefor Telecommuting:
MeasuringAttitudes and Other Variables
Patricia L. Mokhtarianand Ilan Salomon
INTRODUCTION
Telecommuting
is often suggested to be one of a series of public policy measuresuseful in
reducingdriving and its externalities. In an informationage, whensignificant shares of the
workforceare engagedin information processing, the use of telematics as a substitute for
travel seems to be a desired and increasingly feasible alternative.

Telecommutingis

officially includedin the list of optional measuresto increase (effective) vehicle occupancy
ratios; in California and is on the agendain manyother places aroundthe world.
As attractive as telecommuting
sounds, it seemsthat forecasts of its adoption (e.g. Nilles,
1988; Boghaniet al., 1991) have been over-optimistic (Gold, 1991). Nilles (1988),
example, has forecasted that by 1995, under the nominalgrowth rate, there will be 21.2
millkmtelecommutersin the United States, 16%of the workforceor 28%of all information
workers. This gap betweenexpectations and reality has warranteddeeper analysis as to why
people refrain from telecommuting,even whenseemingly offered the opportunity to do so.
This paper is part of an effort to modelthe preference for and choice of telecommufing.
Herein, we attempt to understand the formation of the preference for telecommufing,which
is a precursor of choice. Wedo not attempt to forecast future preferences, but we present
a modelof preferencein order to identify the factors whichaffect it.
A conceptual modelof telecomrnutingadoption developedby the authors describes the relationships amongdrives, constraints and facilitators as the elements whichform preference
and choice of telecornrnuting. The model is briefly discussed in the next section. To
empirically test these relationships, data was collected from 628 employeesof the City of
San Diego, who were queried about their perceptions of telecommuting, their own
experience (if any) with telecommuting,and attitudes towards work, travel, technology,
family and ideology.

In this exploratory stage of research into the telecommuting adoption process, the
identification of the variables mostrelevant to that process, and the mosteffective waysof
measuringthose variables, is still uncertain. A focus of the research described here has
been the developmentand testing of a large numberof potentially-useful

measures of

explanatory variables of telecommufing preference and choice. Developmentof those
measures, and of their hypothesized impact on telecommutingadoption, has followed the
conceptual model described below. Once the pool of candidate explanatory variables had
been created, empirical statistical

measures were used to select the variables which

collectively were believed to have the greatest powerto explain telecommutingpreference.
Thehigh proportion of irfformation explained by the final model(0.68) is taken as general
validation

of the underlying conceptual constructs

and the variable measurement

methodology,although refinements in both are clearly possible~
The organization of this report is as follows: Section 2 presents a brief description of the
model, the research design and the data, followed by Section 3 whichdiscusses the factor
analyses and classifies the resulting factors as drives or constraints. Section 4 describes
additional dr/re and constraint variables created from other elements of the survey. Section 5 presents the results of the estimation of telecommutingpreference models. The conclusiom and implications for further research are presented in Section 6.
2.

THE RESEARCHDESIGN

2,1 The conceptual model
The model of telecommuting behavior (described in detail in Mokhtarian and Salomon,
1994, and depicted in a simplified form in Figure 1) suggests that the internal decisionmakingprocess in whichtelecommutingis being considered is initiated by somethreshold
level of dissatisfaction with one or moreaspects of life. Such a search for solutions is
motivated by "drives". Drives are constructs which "define" aspects of the long-term
objectives a person aspires to accomplish, such as an orientation towards family, work,
leisure and travel. If there is somedissatisfaction, it is the drives whichactivate a search
for adjustmentsto reducethe dissatisfaction. Drives, by definition, are "positive" constructs,
in the sense that they point to the desired direction of change. Whena search for
improvementis initiated,

information actively or passively received from the environment
2

offers the individual the range of possible (and some impossible) alternatives.
Telecommutingmay be one of these.
Constraints, on the other hand, are factors whichinhibit the formation of preference or
inhibit action to be carried out. If a certain factor is present in a positive rather than a
negative sense (such as managementsupport rather than managementresistance),

it

considered a facilitator rather than a constraint. Constraints act either in a continuous
fashion, that is reducethe probability that the individualwill pursuea partic"alar adjustment,
or dichotomously,that is completelypreclude the choice of a given adjustment. Constraints
differ fromdrives in two importantdimensions.First, whereasdrives are internal constructs,
some constraints (especially dichotomousones) are exogenous, imposedby the physical
environment,other people or institutions. Second, while drives are long-term constructs,
constraints (especially external ones) maybe temporaryand be changedin very short time
spans. Theimplication of these differences relates to the degreeof control one can exercise
over these factors. Understanding
the effect of constraints, in addition to the role of drives,
is importantfor forecasting purposesif policies to relax constraints are considered.

InseJa Figure1 abouthere
Figure 1: The basic conceptual structure

Constraints maytake effect in different phases of the decision-makingprocess. Someconstraints affect the formation of preference, while others mayonly affect choice behavior
independently of preference. In Mokhtarianand Salomon(forthcoming-a), we distinguish
betweendichotomousand continuous constraints. Dichotomousconstraints are those which,
whenactive, essentially preclude telecommutingfrom being chosen. Logically, in a model
of teAecommuting
choice these constraints should be used to define the choice set rather
than includedas explanatoryvariables in a utility function. Continuousconstraints are those
which (even if measuredas a zero-one variable) are hypothesized merely to lower the
probability of telecommuting,not preclude it entirely.

2,2 The model development

process

To quantify the effect of drives and constraints on telecommutingbehavior, it is possible to
use either

binary or multinomiaI dependent variables

(see Mokhtarian and Salomon,

forthcoming-a, for a more detailed discussion of potential dependent variables). In view of
the wide gap between the stated preference for telecommuting and the small number of
people who actually telecommute, we have chosen, following Koppelmanand Pas (1980) and
other studies,

to analyze separately

the formation of preference

and the choice to

telecommute. In the present paper we focus only on the preference model. Binary logit
models of home-based telecommuting choice have been estimated separately
and Salomort, forthcoming-b),

and future extensions

of this research

(Mokhtarian
wilt examine

multinomial models of telecormnuting frequency, preference for center-based

telecom-

muting, and more complex choice sets.

The conceptual model suggests that preference is a necessary precursor of the choice of
telecommuting.

Weare using the term "preference"

as an intermediate

concept.

An

individual is assumedto aspire to translate his or her preference into an action. However,
a preference mayexpress a long term priority

that may not always be exercised. The main

reason for a mismatchbetween preference and action is assumed to be the presence of constraints.

Thus, it is useful to examine the relationship

of drives to both preference and

choice. It is also desired to movebeyond a naive statement of preference (a response to
the question ’Mould you like to telecommute?") to a more elaborate model which explains
the factors
illustrate

forming such a preference.
the trade-offs

The preference

model estimated

below does

between advantages and disadvantages of telecommuting that an

individual must consider in forming his or her preference.

In the following, we have estimated binary logit models in which the two alternatives
preferring

are

to telecommute from home (as measured by a response of anything other than

"not at all" to the question: "Assuming there are no work-related constraints,
would you like to telecommute from home?") or preferring

howmuch

not to.

Most of the key explanatory variables are measured through multiple indicators,

resulting

in a large number of candidates for inclusion in a preference or choice model. It is
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necessary to consolidate and screen that numberto define a set of potential explanatory
variables whichis parsimoniouswhile still possessingmost of the explanatory powerof the
full set of variables. Whereasconceptual considerations were the basis for generating the
set of candidateexplanatoryvariables, empirical statistical considerationswerethe basis for
streamliningthe set.
The screening process involved a numberof stages, as shownin Figure 2. First, factor
analyses are performedto reducetwo large sets of interrelated variables to smaller sets of
factors representing distinct conceptual dimensions.Scores on these factors, together with
other’ variables, are further screenedin two ways.Initially, t- and X z tests are performedto
examinewhichvariables "discriminate" best betweenthose whoprefer to telecornmute and
those, whodo not. Second, correlations within groups of related variables were examined
so that highly correlated measures of the sameconstruct were not included in the same
modelspecification. For example, correlations betweenvariables relating to the presence
of children, and their counterparts relating to the numberof children, were0.9 and higher.
In such a case, at most one variable from the correlated pair was included in the model.
(Althoughincluding two nearly-collinear variables in the samemodelis technically not
problemif both are statistically significant, eliminating alternate indicators of a single
construct is one practical and low-risk wayof reducing the numberof modelspecifications
to test).

insert Figure 2 about here
Figure 2: The process of data reduction

The outcomeof this process is a reduced set of candidate explanatory variables whichare
consistent with the constructs developedin the conceptualmodel,for inclusion in subsequent
prefi~rence (and choice) models.

5

2.3 The data
The data were obtained from a fourteen-page self-administered questionnaire administered
to employeesof the City of San Diegoin December1992. It was designed specifically to
test the conceptual model developed by the authors. The data contained information
regarding respondents’ previous awarenessof and experience with teIecommuting;their job
characteristics;

their ability to telecommute;perceived advantages and disadvantages of

telecommuting;information on other choices they mayhave madeto satisfy the hypothesized lifestyle drives; attitudes towardtelecommuting
andissues related to lifestyle drives;
and sociodemographiccharacteristics.
The City has had a growingand relatively visible telecommutingprogramfor its employees
since early 1990. The samplewas intended to obtain data from a diversity of respondents,
including those for whomconstraints

such as job suitability

prevented them from

telecommuting. Further, given that many "non-information-worker" jobs deal with
information to someextent, it wasfelt that attempts to exclude employeesfrom the sampling
frame based on job title alone was likely to eliminate manypeople whocould telecommute
at least part-time and/or on occasional partial days (Mokhtarian,1991).
Althoughthe samplingframe contains a diversity of occupations, it is important to realize
that neither it nor the final samplecan be considered representative of the workforceas a
whole in terms of the population distribution of key variables including the choice of
telecommuting.It maybe argued, however,that the sampleadequately represents the population relationships of explanatory variables to the choice and preference of telecommuting
(i.e. the importanceof those variables as determined by their magnitudeand significance
in a quantitative model).
A total of 1428surveys were sent out in late 1992, of whichsix wereundeliverable and six
were duplicated names. Of the remaining 1416 surveys, 629 were returned. Oneof these
was largely blank and was discarded from further analysis. The remaining 628 yielded an
effective response rate of 44%,whichwas considered excellent for a survey of such length
and general distribution. Responserates varied across departments between 41%to 50%.

6

Somepossible implications of a response bias are discussed in Mokhtarianand Salomon
(forthcoming-a).
In terms of occupation, 58.6% of the sample was professional/technical,

25.0%

clerical/administrative support, 11.6%manager/administration, and 4.6%other. A higher
proportionof the samplehad supervisoryresponsibilities than suggestedby this distribution,
however:10.7%supervised "one or moresupervisors", while an additional 24.5%supervised
"one or morestaff." Onaverage, respondents had been with their present department for
6.0 years, their present employerfor 8.7 years, and their present occupationfor 8.5 years.
The sample was 52.9%female. The modal age category was 31-40 (38.4%), with the adjacent categories of 41-50 (28.2%)and 21-30 (19.3%)possessing the secondand third highest
proportion of respondents, respectively. Elevenpercent were51-60 years old, and 2.4%over
60. The average householdsize was 2.7 persons. Thirty-six percent of the respondents had
children 15 or under in the household, including 2I%with children 5 or under.
Onaverage, 1.9 vehicles wereavailable to respondenthouseholds,0.99 vehicles per licensed
driver. Respondentslived an average of 12.9 miles from work, with an average round-trip
commutetime of 54.5 minutes. The modal household incomecategory was $35,000 - 54,999
(31.1%), with an additional 40°5%in the adjacent categories of $55,000- 74,999(22.8%)
$15,000 - 34,999 (17.7%). Nearly 15%of the sample had household incomes of $75,000
94,999, and 11.3%had incomes of $95,000 and above.
It should be noted that in view of the fast pace of change in computerand information
technology, data collected in 1992 mayin some respects quickly becomeobsolete. For
exarnple, the proliferation of lap-top and notebookcomputersover the last three years may
result in different responses to a numberof questions if the surveywere to be administered
now. As we focus on behavioral relationships,

such changes are not likely to makethe

results of the study obsolete, but the fact should be borne in mindthat newtechnologies
whichmayfacilitate behavioral changes are continuously entering the market.

3.

IDENTIFYING DRIVES AND CONTINUOUSCONSTRAINTS:
FACTORANALYZINGTHE ATTITUDINAL DATA

The hypotheses of this study, as evolved from the previously described conceptual model
(Mokhtafian and Salomon, I994), relate the presence of drives and constraints to the
preference and choice of telecommufing.To identify the presence of such factors we have
collected an array of attitudinal data designed to reveal the respondent’s motivations or
constraints.
Since telecommutingis presently not a popular and well knownworkarrangement, knowledge about the features of telecommutingis often somewhatdistorted. In looking into the
attitudes expressed in the following analysis, it is necessary to bear in mindthat for
respondents who do not have personal experience with this work arrangement, their
attitudes are based on hearsay, mediareports and so on.
Twosections of the questionnaire were used for the purpose of obtaining perceptions on
potential drives and constraints relating to telecornmufing.Section C included a listing of
17 advantages and 11 disadvantages of telecommuting, and respondents were requested to
state howimportant each of these were to them. Weassumethat the importance a person
attributes to each of these statements directly reveals the extent to whichtelecommuting
maysatisfy various drives or be limited due to various constraints, and indirectly reveals his
or her awarenessof and familiarity with telecommufing.
Section E of the questionnaire included 30 statements related to work, family, personality,
travel, technology and the environment. Respondentswere requested to state on a fivepoint scale the extent to whichthey agreed or disagreed with the content of each statement.
The statements were selected so that agreement(or disagreement)reveals the drives which
maymotivate the respondent’s preference or the constraints whichinhibit choice.
In designing the questionnaire, we attempted to correlate each of these statements with
either a drive or a constraint. Whileeach statement captures but one aspect of what we
suggest constitutes a drive or constraint, somecombinationof these maybe a close approximation of the real elementsin the choice process. Hence,we next performedfactor analysis
8

on the data in an effort to identify the majorfactors whichideally constitute the drives or
constraints.
Both orthogonal and oblique factor analyses were performed(Rummel,1970). For both sets
of attitude statements the oblique solution wasselected, as it providedmoreinterpretable
results due to the conceptual and empirical overlap amongsomefactor dimensions. Two
primary criteria were used to select the numberof factors to be retained: the objective
criterion of an eigenvalue cut-off point around unity, and the subjective criterion of
interpretability. For both sets of attitude statements, these criteria led to selection of the
nine-factor solution.
3.1 Factors based on the advantages and disadvantages of telecommuting
Table 1 presents the pattern matrix loadings (of magnitudegreater than 0.25) for the advantage/disadvantage variables which constitute the nine factors used in this study. The
identified factors explain 54.7%of the variance in the 28 variables. Eachof these factors
is discussed below.

lo

Personal Benefits: Sevenstatements were positively correlated with this factor,
demonstrating various aspects of personal gains, such as to have more time for
oneself, expandopportunities to pursue further education, have moreindependence,
exercise morecontrol over the physical workenvironment, save money,and so on.
Theyindicate the positive expectations individuals have of telecommuting,and are
consistent with the literature whichemphasizesthe personal benefits that individuals
can accrue from telecommuting. Wesuggest that this factor represents the
independenceand leisure drives, supporting telecomrnuting.
Office Discipline: The three statements which comprisethis factor relate to the
negative aspects of workingawayfrom the normal office environment. The highest
loading is for the self-discipline aspect, namelythe statementthat it is hard to get
motivatedto workoutside the office. The secondstatement is also one of serf-discipline, the need for organization whenworkingin morethan one location. The third
statement emphasizes the importance of the physical setting

of the work

environment,favoring the office over the home.This factor indicates the presence
of a constraint inhibiting, but not necessarily preventing, telecommuting.
Disability/Parental Leave: This factor illustrates the perception of telecommuting
.

as a solution for individuals whoneed to workwhile permanently or temporarily
unable to access the normal work place (Anderson and Wood,1993; Hesse, 1994).
There are very high loadings for the permanentand temporary disabilities

and a

muchweakerloading for the parental leave solution. This factor primarily represents
a workdrive, but the third statement, illustrating the desire to combinehaving a
family with working, gives the factor someaspects of a family drive.
Family:Three statements, all related to the potential benefits of telecommutingin
supporting family life, constitute this factor. The two with high loadings are "to
spend moretime with myfamily" and "to makeit easier to handle dependent care".
Thethird statement, with a muchlower loading, is the parental leave variable, which
was also part of the previous factor. This factor represents the family drive.
Commuting
Benefit: While commonlybelieved to be an undesired cost, commuting
seems to have a positive utility for someworkers, as it allows them to makethe
transition betweenhomeand workrealms (Salomon,1985). This factor is positively
correlated with four variables whichare indicative of the benefits of commuting
and
thus the disadvantages of working at home. There is a high correlation with the
ability to use commutetime productively (which maybe correlated with mode), and
with utilizing the commutetime as a useful transition betweenhomeand workroles.
Lower,but positive correlation was found with the ability to run errands along the
commutetrip and another work/homeboundary attribute

- the expectation that

workingat homewill result in increased family conflicts. This factor is suggestedto
represent a constraint on the propensity to choose telecommuting:individuals who
value the transition time and space offered by the commuteare less likely to prefer
telecommutingwhicheliminates this interIude.
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Relocation: Oneof the perceived advantages of telecommutingis the added option
it offers to individuals whoface relocation of the homeor job. Whileconventional
workplaces put somerestrictions on the place of residence (in the sense of maximum
plausible commutingdistance), telecommuting relaxes such constraints.

This

advantageis reflected by two variables whichare highly correlated with this factor:
to keep workingat a workplaceafter it has movedor after the residential location
is changed. This factor represents a workdrive.

o

Visibility to Management:
Concernabout visibility at workhas often been raised in
discussions of telecommuting.Twovariables whichrelate to this issue, visibility and
its impact on career advancementand the risk of being negatively viewedby management, load highly on this dimension. This factor is considered to be a constraint
inhibiting telecommuting.It relates both to organizational and to managersupport.

o

Workplace
Interaction: The potential lack of social and professional interaction at
the conventionalworkplaceis often suggested to be one of the downsidesof telecommuting. The statements addressing each one of these types of interactions form this
factor, with relatively high loadings. It suggeststhat the two types of interactions are
not perceived as separate entities. Highscores on this factor indicate a constraint
on the adoption of telecommuting.
Stress: Five advantages constitute this factor whichto a great extent reveals the
belief that telecornmutingis a wayto reduce commuting
and work-related stress, and
to have more control over the workenvironment, but also combinestwo other commonly°cited benefits of telecommuting, namelygetting moreworkdone and helping
the environment.Like the Personal Benefits factor, this factor also captures some
of the common
"first-order" benefits, that is those benefits of telecommuting
that are
suggested most often. This factor dearly represents at least two drives: the
commutedrive, i.e.,

the desire to telecommuteif facing a stressful commuteat

present, and the workdrive.
Insert Table I here
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The correlation betweenthe Disability/Parental 1 ~eave and Relocation factors is 0.56 and
betweenthe Personal Benefits and Stress factors is 0.53. All other correlations between
factors are 0.35 or lower.
3.2 Factors based on moregeneral attitudes
As additional measuresof drives and constraints, wefactor analyzedtwenty-five of the thirty
attitudinal statements in Section E of the questionnaire (five statements werenot included,
either becausethere was little variation in response across the sample, or becausethey did
not relate to drives or constraints for telecommuting).For the most part these statements
related to general attitudes towardwork,family, and so on as well as to underlyingpersonality traits suchas self-discipline, but somestatements(see factors 8 and9 below)related specifically to telecomrnuting. Here too, the nine-factor oblique solution was selected based
on an eigerlvalue cut-off near unity and interpretability.

The pattern matrix loadings

(greater than 0.25) are shownin Table 2. The identified factors explain 37.0%of the
variance in the responses to the 25 statements.
Family/Community
Orientation: This factor clearly represents the family drive.
.

Three of the four statements which constitute

this factor are directly

and

unambiguouslyrelated to an individual’s quest for moretime with the family and
community.The fourth statement is somewhatbroader, as it relates to the desire to
spend moretime on "causes". It was originally designed to capture the ideological
dimension,but as it is phrased,it also fits perfectly with the family/community
factor
or drive.

®

Lack of Control: The Locus of Control theory (Lefcourt, 1982) suggests that individuals vary in their reaction to important events in their lives. Somehave an
internal locus of control, that is, they are able to viewthemselvesas beingin control
even despite undesirable outside circumstances. For others the locus of control is
external, i.e., they perceive themselves as being at the mercyof circumstances or
individuals over whichthey do not have control. Appliedto the current context, it
maybe the case that individuals with an external locus of control are morelikely to
prefer a well-organized schedule and the structure
12

of a conventional work

arrangement, and are therefore less likely to seek to telecommute. Onthe other
hand, individuals whoare frustrated by a lack of control over their time mayview
telecommutingas a potential instrument for changein their lives. Theymaybelieve
that it will provide themwith a solution to their current situation and therefore be
morelikely to want to telecommute.
This factor includes three statements whichseemto reveal a lack of control: "I often
feel like I don’t havemuchcontrol over mylife"; "It’s hard to be fully productivein
the place whereI work";and "Workand family don’t leave memuchtime for myself’.
Theloading on the first is significantly higher than on the latter two. Thewording
for the latter two statements is somewhat
ambiguous,including the locus of control
meaningbut also carrying other meanings. Given that the measurementof external
locus of control is usually moreelaborate than that revealed by this factor, and given
that those whowant to telecommutehave a statistically

higher meanscore on this

factor than those whodon’t want to telecommute,we adopt the second explanation
for this factor, namely that telecommutingis viewed as an instrument to regain
control. Accordingly,this factor is viewedas another representation of the independence and leisure drives; the higher the score on this factor, the morelikely the
individual is to want to telecommute.

o

Status AutoUser: For somepeople, an automobile is not just a meansof transportation,

but also a status symbol. Such individuals are less likely to adopt

telecommufing,as the use of the automobile offers someutility and thus the commutetrip is less costly in the psychological sense. This factor is madeup of two
statements, one that relates the automobile to status and the other, which is
negatively correlated, indicating the opposite situation in whichindividuals perceive
the car merely as a meansfor mobility. This factor constitutes a constraint on the
decision to adopt telecommuting.This is another manifestation of the benefits of
commutingto which we referred under factor 5 in Section 3.1.

1

Workaholic:This factor unambiguouslycaptures the workaholic syndromewith five
statements loading on it. Whilethere is no doubt that this factor identifies people
13

infected by this "ailment", its effect on the choice of telecommuting
is debatable. On
the one hand, the workaholic maysee the ability to teIecommuteas an opportun/ty
for getting moreworkdone. Onthe other hand, if he or she has limited ability to
control the famAIy/workboundaryat home, workingfrom a normal office environment maybe preferred. Thus, it maybe that these two effects maycounteract each
other in the populationto the point that this factor does not have any effect in the
aggregate. It is possible that both effects take place, determinedby the presence of
an intervening variable. In any case, this factor represents a workdrive.

®

Lackof Self-discipline: This factor consists of three statements whichexpress the
individual’s level of self-discipline and organization° Twostatements ("like team
work"and "not very self-disciplined") are positively correlated. Thethird statement,
on being organized, is negatively correlated with this factor. Lackof self-discipline
is generally considereda barrier to telecommutingwhichsuits better those individuals whoare capable of setting clear boundaries between workand other realms of
life, and hencedo not need the formalstructure and physical setting of the workplace
in order to perform their workduties. However,it could also be argued that individuals whorecognizetheir lack of self-discipline will prefer to telecommute,seeing
in it an escapefromthe rigid structure of the normaloffice. Thus, the impactof this
factor on the desire to telecommuteis ambiguousas well.
Internal Control: This factor is positively correlated with being organized, trying to

.

have sometime for oneself (indicating independent interests) and being generally
satisfied with life. It suggestsan internal locus of control charactertrait, in contrast
to factor 2 above. Whileinternal control maynot be a necessary condition for one’s
ability to telecommute,it is hypothesizedthat it is a personality attribute which
supports or increases the probability of choosingto telecommute.

1

Commute
Stress: Commuting
is often associated with stress (Novacoet al., 1990),
at least for someworkers. If commuting
is so perceived, it is certainly a drive for
telecommuting.This factor consists of three statements, two directly related to the

14

dislike of driving, and the third indicative of the sametaste but wrappedin an
environmental concern.
Thefinal two factors in this grouprelate specifically to telecommuting.

o

Misunderstanding
Telecommuting:
As noted earlier, telecommutingis not popular
enoughto be widely knownand manypeople’s awarenessis limited to a few aspects
of this concept. Misunderstanding
the concept based on partial information is likely
to negatively affect the probabilities of preferring and choosingto telecommute.This
factor "measures" understanding by the following statements: telecommuting is
inappropriate for managers,telecomrnuting is primarily for womenwith child-care
responsibilities,

and telecommutingis synonymous
with workat home.Highratings

on these statements, resulting in a high score on this factor, indicate a high level of
misunderstandingregarding telecommuting.This factor is a constraint on the choice
of telecommuting.
Unsuitability:A single statementloaded on factor 9, namelythat "evenif a person’s
job is suitable for telecomrnuting, there maybe a goodreason for not allowing it".
Agreeingwith this statementcorrectly indicates that job characteristics alone are an
insufficient conditionfor telecommuting
to be appropriate; personality characteristics
and external constraints are also factors. It also suggests that telecommutingis
perceived as an arrangementwhichrequires special permission. However,agreement
implies nothing one wayor the other about an individual’s propensity to telecommute. Disagreeingwith this statement, on the other hand, indicates a certain level
of misunderstanding of telecormnmting. Thus, the effect of this variable on the
propensity to choose is ambiguousat best. For this reason, and because the factor
comprisesa single construct whichis not very important in isolation, this factor is
discarded from the subsequentanalysis.

insert Table 2 here
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The correlation between the Family/Community
Orientation and Internal Control factors
is 0.37 while correlations betweenall other factors are significantly lower.
In summary,the identification of factors whichreduce the raw statements into somehigher
order variables has resulted in measuresof a numberof drives and constraints. Although
the statements comprisingthe factors werespecifically designedto span the set of drives we
haveconceptuallyidentified (as well as various constraints), it is not surprisingthat the final
factors did not perfectly matchthe hypothesized drives. Somefactors combineaspects of
two or moredrives. Onthe other hand, one drive - ideology - is not distinctly measured
by any of the factors, although statementsrelating to environmentalideology load separately
on several factors. The implication is either that the environmentalconstruct is not welldefined by the survey questions, or that responses to the questions on environmentwere not
highly correlated with each other. In either case, while benefiting the environmentis
frequently touted as an advantageof telecommuting,it vail be difficult to identify that
reason as a motivation for telecommutingadoption in this sample.
MEASURINGDRIVES AND CONSTRAINTS THROUGHFACTORS AND OTHER
VARIABLES
The factors identified above constitute the primary measures of the drives toward and
constraints on telecommuting. The assumption of this study is that these attitudinal
measures are likely to be the most important elements of the desire to telecommute.
However,additional measures of drives and constraints were developed from responses to
other portions of the survey instrument. These additional measuresrepresent for the most
part alternate waysof constructing explanatory variables representing the samedrives and
constraints as do the factors, only based on (self-reported) objective characteristics rather
than attitudes. Theyinclude the traditional sociodemographicattributes as well as other
measuressuch as awarenessand job suitability.

In somecases, they can only be viewedas

proxies for an underlying drive or constraint, and as v/all be seen, in somecases they may
represent either.
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4.1

Drives

Ideally, the drives could be identified through an elaborate life-style

type test which would

seek information about the individual’s views on a variety of pertinent items, as is commonly
done in marketing studies. However, our research instrument imposed some restrictions

on

the amount of information which could be obtained from respondents and it was possible
to devote only a relatively short part of the survey to the identification of the drives. For
the most part, the drives are measured through the factor analyses described in Section 3
above. Each of the drives except ideology is identified by one or more factors, as well as
by some other, usually objective sociodemographic, measures identified through other parts
of the research instrument. Table 3 lists the 30 distinct measures associated with the five
hypothesized drives: work, family, independence and leisure, ideology, and travel. Each of
these five groups of variables is discussed in turn below.

Table 3 goes about here

Work:
The ’work drive is measured through four factors and two additional
factors are Disability/Parental

measures. The four

Leave (which, from the attributes loading on it, is assumed

to relate to the Family drive as well as the Workdrive), Relocation, Stress and Workaholic.
The first

additional measure is the number of hours of (paid or unpaid) overtime worked

in a typical two-weekperiod. It is hypothesized that higher levels of overtime represent a
stronger workdrive, and potentially the desire to increase productivity and/or accommodate
an overload by working from home. The second measure is derived from the response to
the question: "If you were given one extra hour on a certain day to spend on one of the
following, what would you spend it on?" The possible responses were ’~,ork", "family",
"myself’, and "a ’cause’ I believe in (such as environment, charity, religion)".

A dummy

variable was created that was equal to one if the response to this question was ’Work".

Family
The family drive is measured by three factors
graphic characteristics,

and by a number of objective

sociodemo-

as well as by a response of "family" to the question on howthey

would spend an extra hour. The three factors
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are Disability/Parental

Leave (where

especially the "ability to workinstead of taking parental leave" attribute suggests a desire
to combinefamily and workresponsibilities),

Family, and Family/Community-Directed.
The

sociodemographiccharacteristics include the numberof children less than 6 years old, the
numberof children between 6 and 16 (hypothesizing that the propensity to telecommute
maydiffer betweenparents of pro-school and parents of older children), dummy
variables
for the presence of children in each of those two groups (hypothesizing that the desire to
telecommuteis not linearly related to the numberof children but rather that the presence
of any children in the respective age groups is the important factor), and a dummy
variable
whichis equal to one if the respondentis female. Anotherset of variables is def’medas the
product of the female and presence/numberof children variables, on the hypothesis that the
effect of children on the preference for and choice of telecoxnmutingis morelikely to be
present for womenthan for men. Twofinal objective measures are: (a) a binary variable
equal to one if the respondent has one or morehousehold members(other than pro-school
children) needing special care, the hypothesis being that telecommutingmayfacilitate the
integration of workand earing for a handicapped,elderly, or ill dependent, and (b) the
product of that variable with the female dummy
variable, on the hypothesis that special care
needs are morelikely to be fulfilled by womenthan by men.
The sociodemographicvariables described above are clearly not precise indicators of a
family drive. Twopeople mayeach have the samenumberand ages of children, yet family
maybe important to one and not the other. Thus, it is important to capture an attitude
toward family, whichis accomplishedthrough the three factors described above. The sociodemographicindicators are included for completeness, and for comparison to previous
studies whichconsideredthose variables (e.g., Bernardinoet al°, 1993;Sullivan et aL, 1993).
However,it is not surprising that for t-tests conductedon this groupof variables, all familyrelated attitudhaal factors show significant discrimination betweenpreferrers and nonpreferrers of home-basedtelecommuting,while amongthe sociodemographievariables, ordy
femaleis significant.
Independence and Leisure
Three variables relate to the independenceand leisure drives. The first is the Personal
Benefits factor, whichincludes both attributes such as having moreindependenceand having
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moretime for oneself. The second variable is the Lack of Control factor, whichsuggests
the presenceof a drive to telecornmuteto gain morecontrol over one’s life, achievegreater
productivity, and have more time for oneself. The third measure is a dummyvariable
representing a response of "on myself’ to the question of howan extra hour wouldbe spent.
Ideology
As mentionedat the conclusion to Section 3, the hypothesizedideology drive (particularly
a pro-environmentorientation) is not well-captured in the survey data. Elements of an
environmental orientation appear in someof the factors, but are confoundedwith other
concepts loading on the same factor. The purest measure of an ideology drive is the
response of "a ’cause’ I believe in" to the question of howone wouldspend an extra hour;
however,this measureobviously does not necessarily imply that the cause in question is
environmentally-related.
Travel
Twofactors and five objective variables measurethe travel drive, that is, the motivationto
telecommuteto reduce a burdensomecommute.The two factors are Stress (which included
two travel-related attributes as well as three work-related attributes) and Commute
Stress.
Three of the other variables are objective measures of the nature of the work trip:
commutedistance, commutetime, and average commutespeed (hypothesizing that one work
trip maybe moreonerous than another one of equal distance, if the first trip involves
significantly morecongestion). The final two variables are alternate measuresof vehicle
availability: numberof vehicles per licensed driver and numberof vehicles per workerin
the household.The hypothesisis that the lower the vehicle availability, the moremotivated
a worker will be to telecommute.
4.2 Constraints
As in the case for drives, we have designed our research instrument to identify the constraints we have hypothesized, based on previous research. Empirically, the constraints are
identified in part through the factors describedin Section 3 above, and in part by objective
measureswhichwere collected in the questionnaire. Table 4 lists the 45 distinct measures
associated with the ten hypothesizedconstraints (recall that the samevariable mayserve as
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a constraint or facilitator):
technology availability,
pline/control,

awareness, organization/manager support, job suitability,

cost, social/professional interaction, household interaction, disci-

risk aversion,

and benefit of the commute. Each of these ten groups of

variables is discussed in turn below.

Table 4 goes about here

Awareness
The first

group of constraints

variables.

The first

relates to awareness and understanding, measured by three

is the dichotomous variable Unaware, a dummyvariable set equal to

one if the respondent had never heard of telecommufing before receiving the survey. Note
that/n/tial

lack of awareness would not preclude the respondent from learning enough about

telecommufingfrom the questionnaire itself
a possible

example of a Hawthorne effect.

obscure the genuine effect
constraint

to report preferring it later on in the survey,
This occurrence would serve to weaken or

of lack of awareness on preference formation.

is the Misunderstanding factor,

earlier

The second

described in Section 3.2. The third

constraint is a dummyvariable representing the response of, "I never really thought about
it" to the question of whythe individual is not currently telccommuting. This variable may
be indicative of people for whomtelecommufing has not penetrated their consciousness to
the extent of actively considering it an alternative.
telecommuting was not actively

However,it mayalso be the case that

considered because of other constraints

respondent was quite aware: job suitability

of which the

or manager support, for example.

Organizational/Managerial Support
The second group of constraints

relates to organizational and managerial support of tele-

commuting. If an organization

does not offer telecommuting or does not approve of the

arrangement, an individual is barred from doing it. While this mayoften be a binding constraint

at present, one could expect that as telecornmufing increasingly becomes part of

transportation

demand management and flexible

work programs, more organizations

will

become familiar with the concept and hence discuss it as an option. On the other hand,
quite independent of the organization, the supervising manager’s disapproval seems to play
an important role in the preference

and choice of telecommufing. The supervisor
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may

refuse to allow telecommuting even when the organization permits it,
supervisor maypermit telecommuting even when the organization’s

and conversely the

position is officially

neutral or even negative.

This group of constraints

contains one factor and four other variables.

measures are dummyvariables
"Managementdisapproves",
currently

representing

respectively,

The first

two

answers of "Not offered or discussed" and
to the question on why the respondent is not

telecommuting. Both of these could be construed as applying either

to the

organization or to the immediate supervisor. The third measure is the dichotomous variable
Manconst, set equal to one if the supervisor were not willing for the respondent to telecommute; from homeat all. Managerwillingness may also be viewed as a continuum, however:
the supervisor maybe reluctant to varying degrees to let an employeetelecommute, and/or
be more willing to let him or her telecommute at low frequencies than at high frequencies.
Accordingly, the fourth variable in this group is a continuous measure of supervisor support,
scaling the responses to the question "Howmuchdo you think your supervisor would let you
telecommute from home?"as 0 (not at all),

1 (less than once a month or occasional partial

days), 2 (about 1-3 days a month), 3 (1-2 days a week), 4 (3-4 days a week), or 5 (five
a week). As defined, it is a facilitator rather than a constraint; that is, higher values for this
variable are assumed to increase the probability of telecommuting.

The factor relating to organization/manager support is Visibility

to Management.Individu-

als are concerned that telecommuters are less visible and hence are likely to incur costs in
terms of promotion and other benefits. Interestingly,

this concern is to a large extent based

on the misconception that telecommuting is a full-time arrangement and that telecommuters
disappear from the office.

As telecommuting is better understood and more people realize

that for most individuals it is only a part-time arrangement, this constraint maybecome
unhnportant.

Job Suitability
It is often argued that not all jobs are suitable for telecommuting. That is of course true,
except that in manycases this maybe a continuous constraint as opposed to a dichotomous
one. Manyjobs involve location-dependent

tasks such as attending equipment, treating
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patients, or interacting with the public, whichare not amenableto telecommuting.But if
such tasks are performedonly part of the time, there maybe other times whenlocation at
the office is not required arid hencetelecommutingis possible.
Onedichotomousand eight continuous variables measuredjob suitability.

The dichotomous

variable Jobconst was set equal to one if the respondent considered his or her job to be
completely unsuitable for telecommuting from home. The corresponding continuous
variable scaled the response to the question, "Howmuchdo you think the nature of your
job would permit you to telecommutefrom home.’?" with the samecategories labeled 0 to
5 as for the supervisor willingness question described earlier. The hypothesis is that the
higher the frequencyof telecommutingpermitted by the job, the moresuitable the job is for
telecommuting(independent of other considerations such as respondent desire or manager
support). Hence,this variable also represents a facilitator rather than a constraint.
The next six variables relate to the location dependence(LD) or independence(LI) of
job. The respondent’s job was scored as having a low, medium,or high level of LDdepending on the amountof time spent each weekin workingface to face with others, working
in a specific location, or engagingin work-related travel. Thejob was scored as having a
low, medium,or high level of LI depending on the amount of time spent each week in
workingby oneself or remotely with others. Further, the respondents indicated the levels
of control (low, medium,or high) they had over scheduling LDand LI tasks. The hypothesis is that even, say, a mediumLDjob maybe somewhattelecommutableif there is a
high degree of control over scheduling LDtasks so that they leave one or moredays a week
available for workingremotely. Finally, variables giving the job overall LDand LI ratings
were created as a composite of the amountof time spent on, and the scheduling control
over, each type of task. Variables relating to LI and control are considered facilitators.
The last variable related to job suitability is a dummy
variable set equal to one if the
respondent is a supervisor. The hypothesis is that being a supervisor maymakeit more
difficult to telecommute,but wouldnot preclude it entirely° In fact there is someanecdotal
evidence that managersare moreoften teIecommutersthan line staff, presumablybecause
they already enjoy moreautonomythan entry level workers. Thesetwo counteracting effects
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maymakeit difficult to identify any impactof this characteristic on the ability or desire to
telecommute.
TechnologyAvailability
Yet another constraint that is often consideredis the lack of appropriate technology.Here
too, the issue is often vague. Not all telecommutersnecessarily requh’e a networkedcomputer,, a fax or other sophisticated equipment.Also, there are different rules about the
ownershipof any necessary equipment. Onemayperceive oneself to be constrained if he
or she, does not ownthe necessary equipment,that mayin fact be supplied by the employer.
Conversely,a constraint mayseemto exist if the employerdoes not lend the equipmentbut
an individual mayuse private equipment.
Wehave identified four variables to addressthis type of constraint; the first twoalso relate
to other types of constraints but are classified here for convenience.The first measureis
the dummy
variable set equal to one if the respondentreplies "I don’t have all the resources
I wouldneed" to the question on whyhe or she is currently not telecommuting.Note that
this response mayinclude access to necessary personnel or paper files as well as equipment.
Similarly, in response to the samequestion the answercould be "I wouldtelecomrnutefrom
a center, but there is none available." It maybe morecost-effective to provide expensive
technology in the shared environmentof a telecommufingcenter rather than for exclusive
use in the home.However,this response could also indicate other reasons for preferring
a telecenter over home,such as preservation of the boundarybetweenhomeand work. The
third measureof technological availability wasa dummy
variable set equal to one if respondents reported that they would need a computer to be able to work from homeand that
they would not be able to borrowone from the workplace. The final measurewas an index
equal to the numberout of seven technological items (phone and computerproducts and
services) that the respondentindicated as needing to acquire or upgradeto be able to work
effectively from home.The assumptionis that the moreequipmenta job requires, the less
likely a person is to telecommute.
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Cost

Four dummy
variables addressed the constraint of cost on the ability to telecommute.The
first is set equal to one for the responseof "It wouldcost metoo much"to the question of
whyone is not currently telecommuting.The other three variables relate to insufficient
space at home. Onerepresents a response of ’There is not enoughspace at home"to the
samequestion; the next indicates essentially the sameresponse to a similar question elsewherein the survey. Thelast variable is equal to one if space is not currently set aside for
a homeoffice but could be if the opportunity to workfrom homearose. The impact of this
latter variable on the ability to telecommuteis assumedto be still negative but smaller in
magnitudecomparedto the variables measuringabsolute unavailability of space.
Social/ProfessionalInteraction
A single variable captured the desire for interpersonal interaction: the Social/Professional
Interaction factor. A high score on this factor represents a high importanceplaced on the
opportunities for social and/or professional interaction at the workplace, and hence is
considered to measurea constraint on the desire to telecornmute.
HouseholdInteraction
Twodummy
variables directly measuredthe impact of householdinteraction constraints on
the adoption of telecommuting. The first one represents an affirmative response to the
question, "Woulddistractions from other household membersbe a concern if you worked
from home.’?" The second represents a response of "Myhomeenvironmentis not suitable
for telecomrnuting" to the question about whyone is not currently telecommuting. In
addition, several variables already discussed are considered indirectly to measureconcerns
about householdinteractions. Thevariables regarding insufficient space at home(described
under the Cost headingearlier) mayrelate to this dimensionas well: the smaller the home,
the more likely there are to be distractions from and conflicts with other household
members.Similarly, the variables regarding dependent care mayrelate here also. When
discussed earlier, they were hypothesizedto represent a Familydrive. But they mayjust as
well represent undesireddistractions (in a workcontext) that constitute a constraint on the
choice of telecommuting, especially telecommutingfrom home.
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Discipline/Control
Three factors relate to the respondent’s level of discipline and/or control: the Office
Discipline factor fromSection C of the survey, and the Lackof Self-discipline and Internal
Controlfactors fromSectionE. As the latter factor is constructed, it represents a facilitator
rather than a constraint; that is, high scores on the Internal Controlfactor are considered
to increase the propensity to telecommute.
Risk Aversion
It is hypothesizedthat the risk-averse individual mayhave a lower propensity to telecommute., due to a desire not to "rock the boat" by requesting and obtaining special treatment.
A single statementin Section E of the surveyassessed the respondent’sattitude towardrisk:
"I like to take risks whenthere is a chance for a good payoff." Althoughthis statement
loaded (0.32) on the Workaholicfactor as described in Section 3.2, it is included here as
separate measure of this distinct conceptual dimension. As worded, it constitutes a
facilitator.
Benefit of the Commute
As described in Section 3, two factors relate to the benefit someindividuals derive fromthe
work trip: CommutingBenefit, and Status Car User. The higher the scores on these
variables, the less likely the individual is to consider telecommuting.
5.

PREFERENCE MODELS

Theprocess of reducing the original list of 64 candidate explanatoryvariables to a pool of
31 "most powerful"variables wasdescribed in Section 2. This smaller set of variables, plus
a co astant term, formedthe initial modelspecification. Theninsignificant variables were
removedin stages and minorvariations in specification were tested until a final modelwas
achie.ved in whichall variables werestatistically significant and conceptuallyinterpretable.
A X:’ -test betweenthe final modelwith ten variables and the initial modelwith 32 variables
found no significant difference betweenthe two (X2 = 13.98, comparedto a critical value
of 30.8 for ~ = 0.1 and 22 degreesof freedom),indicating that the final I0 variables capture
essentially the full explanatorypowerof the larger set.
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Table 5 presents the coefficients, t-values, and overall goodness-of-fit statistics for the final
model. Turning first to the goodness-of-fit statistics,

we note that the X2value of 593.7 is

significant at a < < 0.005, meaningthat the null hypothesis that all coefficients are equal
to zero (the equally likely model) maysafely be rejected. The P 2 value is the proportion

Table 5: Preference ModelEstimation Results

VARIABLE

VARL~LE TYPE

[COEFFICIENT[T-STATISTIC

Constant

0.83

1.75

Work and Family Drives

0.39

2.02

Stress

Work and Travel Drives

0.74

2o71

Personal Benefits

Independence and Leisure Drives

0.65

2.33

Commute Stress

Travel Drive

0.61

2.58

Commute Time

Travel Drive

0.018

2.29

Anat. of Te’ing Job Allows

Job Suitability Facilitator

0.83

5.83

Workplace Interaction

Soclal/Prof. Interaction Constraint

-0.40

-2.02

HHDistractions

Household Interaction

-1.08

-2.62

-0.43

-2.31

Disability/Parental

Leave

a Concern

Commuting Benefit

Constraint

Benefit of CommuteConstraint

Number of Observations

626

Log-Likelihood at 0

-433.91

Log-Likelihood at Convergence

-137.06

2
to

0.68

Adjusted p 2

0.66

2X

593.7
i
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of the initial log-likelihood value accountedfor by tile model, and has an informationtheoretic interpretation as the proportion of entropy or information explained by the model
(Hauser, 1978). A pz of 0.68, meaningthat 68%of the information in these data
explained by the model, is considered quite high.
However,p 2 for the final modelcan only properly be interpreted in comparisonwith the p 2
for the market share model, i.e.,

the model containing only a constant term. For such a

model,the probability of preferring telecommutingwill be constant for each individual and
equal to the observed share of telecommutingpreference in the sample. With relatively
unbalancedshares for the two alternatives (88%of the samplepreferred to telecommute),
the marketshare modelitself contains a lot of information.Its p 2 is 0.47, suggestingthat
the variables in our final modelexplain only an additional 21 percentagepoints of information. Althoughthis additional incrementis statistically significant at a < < 0.005 (X 2 =
180o78with 9 degrees of freedom), the situation is even morepositive than that result
suggests. In keepingwith accepted practice, the constant term is retained in the final model
because it captures the average effect of the unmeasuredinfluences on preference and
because it captures the effect of sampling bias (Manseand Lerman,1977). However,reestimating the final modelwithoutthe constant term also results in a p 2 of 0.68. That model
is not significantly different (at a = 0.05) fromthe final model(X 2 = 3.14, comparedto
critical X 2 with one d.f. of 2.7 for a = 0.1 and 3.8 for a = 0.05), indicating that essentially
all of the explanatory powerof the modelresides with the true explanatory variables.
Turningnowto the coefficient estimates, wenote that all coefficients have absolute t-values
greater than 2.0, except for the constant term whichis only marginallysigr,Sficant with t =
1.75o All coefficients have the expectedsign. The positive sign of the constant term indicates that unmeasuredvariables have an average bias in favor of preferring to telecommute.
Thesignificant variables comprisefive drive and four facilitator/constraint measures.Interestingly, after accountingfor differences of scale amongthe explanatory variables, the one
with the strongest effect on preferenceis not a drive but rather an external facilitator, the
amountof telecornrnuting permitted by the job (coefficient 0.83). This implies that job
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suitability is an importantcharacteristic affecting not only the individual’s ability to choose
telecommuting,but his or her desire to telecommutein the first place.
Consistent with the benefits of telecommutingoften cited in the popular media, variables
related to the worktrip and to stress are also important to preference. The coefficient of
Commute
Timeis small in magnitude(0.018), but only because this variable is measured
on a muchlarger scale than any of the others (recall that the meanround trip commute
time in the sample is 54.5 minutes). Somewhatindependently from this objective measure
of commutedifficulty, the perceptual factors Stress and Commuting-related
Stress (magnitudes 0.74 and 0.61, respectively) also have positive effects on the preference for
telecommuting.However,these variables are partly balanced by the negative coefficient for
the Commuting
Benefit factor. This suggests that the modelhas successfully captured the
counteractingeffects of the positive aspects of the commute
(constituting a constraint on the
desire to telecommute) for some, and the negative aspects (constituting

a drive

telecommute)for others (or even for the sameindividual).
Thefactor representingPersonalBenefits has a significant positive effect (coefficient 0.65),
in keeping with the commonimage of the advantages of tclecommuting. The Disability/
Parental Leavefactor is also positively associated with the preference to telecommute
(although with a coefficient of 0.39 its influence is weakerthan the variables previously
discussed), indicating that people see telecommutingas a wayof coping with situations
whichrequire attending to multiple responsibilities.
Twoadditional variables have a negative effect on the preference to telecommute.Individuals whoassign a high value to social or professional interaction at work, as is indicated by
the WorkplaceInteraction factor, are less likely to prefer the option of workingat home.
This maybe viewed as a "pull" force, as opposed to the "push" force found amongpeople
for whomthe "Householddistractions a concern" constraint is active.
Of the nine explanatory variables other than the constant term, six are factor scores, as
opposedto direct simple variables. This supports the hypothesis that attitudes, represented
by the factors whichare in fact compositevariables, contribute significantly to the explana28

tory powerof the model. The view that "reducing" the individual to simple socio-dernographic variables involves a loss of information on the decision-maker’s preference and
consequent choice has been presented before (Salomon and Ben-Aldva, 1983). Here,
have empirically confirmedthe importanceof including such compositevariables instead of
the conventional socio-demographicvariables commonlyused to represent the decisionmakerin discrete choice models. For example, gender, whichoften appears as an (easily
measurable)explanatory variable, wasnot significant in our model. However,we found that
manyof the variables included in the modelare in fact capturing gender differences. By
performingX~ -tests (for discrete variables) and t-tests on all nine variables against gender,
we found that in seven (all except Commute
Timeand Commuting
Benefits) there are significant gender differences (highest p = 0.006). Thus, one mayconcludethat gender effects
are present, and are captured by morerelevant variables than the simple genderaffiliation.
Specifically, it was found that while menand womendid not differ in meanvalues of Commute Time, womenhad higher meanvalues of Stress and CommuteStress. This is an especi~dlyinteresting result, illustrating that individuals can havequite different perceptions
of similar objectively-measuredcharacteristics. As Novaco,et aL (1990) put it, "subjective
impedanceis not ’isomorphic’ with physical impedance".In particular there is a clear
gender difference in the stress level as opposedto the time factor in commuting,consistent
with the finding of Novaco,et al. (1991) that commutestress is highest amongwomen
with
long commutes.
Onaverage, women
also recorded higher values on the Disability/Parental Leavefactor and
lower values on the WorkplaceInteraction factor than men. There was no sign/ficant
gender-based difference with regard to meanscores on the CommutingBenefits factor,
meaningthat on average menand womenhave similar evaluations of the boundaryrole of
commutingwhich this factor represents. This contrasts somewhatwith expectations, as
women,whoin most cases have multiple roles to fulfill

(Hall, 1972), might have been

expected to assign greater value to the boundaryrole of commuting.However,it maybe
the case that for menthis factor exists as well, but is so muchstructured into their daily
routine that it is less recognized.
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6.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the results of measuringthe variables believed to be important to the
preference for telecommufing,and quantitatively modelingpreference as a function of those
explanatory variables. Webelieve that the high goodness-of-fit (p" = 0.68) in the final
modeland the prominenceof attitudinal variables a priori hypothesized to be significant
offer strong empirical validation for the inclusion of such variables in behavioral modelsin
general, and validation of our conceptual modelof telecommutingadoption in particular.
The results support our contention that the so-called socio-economic or demographic
variables whichare commonly
used to describe the decision makerin discrete choice models
are too narrow to represent the person. To capture more in-depth the entirety

of

individuals, it is necessaryto use compositevariables, such as those obtainedin this study.
In the previous section we discussed the variables whichwere significant in our modelof
telecommutingpreference; it is worth briefly examininghere the variables whichwere not
significant. As we described the explanatory variables in Sections 3 and 4, in several
instances we indicated that logical arguments could be madefor an impact on telecommutingin either direction. This wasthe case for the Lackof Control, Workaholic,and Lack
of Self-discipline factors, and for the Supervisor variable. To the extent that Overtimeis
indicative of a workaholicnature, sirnilar argumentscould be madefor that variable as for
the Workaholic factor. Given the ambiguousor bi-directional

nature of the potential

impactsof these varial~les, it is not surprising that noneof themweresignificant in the final
model.
Suchambiguityof potential impacts is epitomizedby the sociodemographicvariables representing gender and family characteristics,

which as pointed out earlier could either be

measuringa family-oriented drive to telecommuteor a household-interaction constraint on
the desire to telecommute,or both simultaneously! (Andthus, none of those variables were
significant either). Onlycarefully-measuredattitudinal variables can distinguish whichof
these opposingimpactsderives froma given set of objective characteristics. In our case, in
view of the significance of the variable expressing concern over HouseholdDistractions and
the insignificance of the Familyand Family/Community
Orientation factors, it appears that
family acts moreas a corL~traJnt than a drive across the sampleas a whole. This is corn3O

pletely plausible. However,it mayalso be the case that the family drive is being partially
capturedby other variables that are significant in the model(notably the Disability/Parental
Leavefactor, but also the Personal Benefits and two stress factors), and/or that a family
drive is significant only for somerelatively small segmentof the sample.
The situation for family variables, in whichfamily was foundto be significant only in one
direction, contrasts with that for commute-related
variables, in whichsignificant effects in
both directions (drive and constraint) weresuccessfully identified. Here as well, however,
the definition of carefully-measuredattitudinal variables was essential to capturing that
distinction.
In examininggroupsof variables whichwerenot significant in the final model,the following
observationsmaybe made.Of the five drive categories, only the ideology drive is not explicitly present in the model. However,even this drive indirectly appears, insofar as it is
reflected in relevant attributes loading on the Stress and Commute
Stress factors ("Helpthe
envirom’nentby driving less" and "Willing to reduce driving to improvetransportation and
air quality", respectively). Giventhat ideologically- (particularly environmentally-)driven
indMdualsare hypothesizedto form a relatively small segmentof the population, it is not
surprising that this aspect is not moreprominent.
Of tlhe ten constraint categories, six werenot significant in the final model.For the most
part (with the exceptionof job suitability), the categories that weresignificant represented
internal constraints, that is personality traits or attitudes at odds with telecommuting
(social/professional interaction, householdinteraction, benefit of the commute).Conversely,
the categories that werenot significant generally represented external constraints: awareness, organization/managersupport, technologyavailability, and cost. (Discipline/control
and risk aversion are the two internal constraints that were not significant, whichat least
in the former ease is probablypartly due to the potentially bi-directional impact discussed
above). But this is exactly what wouldbe expected for a modelof telecommutingpreference:
it should be primarily internal rather than external constraints that affect the desire to
telecommute. That is, an individual maywell want to telecommuteregardless of whether
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it is costly or the managersupports it or the proper technology is available. External
constraints should play a moreprominentrole in the actual ability to tetecommute.
Themodeldevelopedin this study explains the factors whichaccount for the high share of
the employeesin our sample whostate that they prefer to engage in telecommuting. The
understandingof preference is very important in situations wherethere is evidently a wide
gap betweenpreference and behavior, as in the case of telecommutingand someother new
technolog/cal applications offered to the householdmarket(e.g., teleshopping).
Thegap betweenpreference and choice is, at a conceptual level, attributed to constraints.
It is assumedthat a preferred behavioral pattern that is not exercised can be attributed to
some(mostly) external active constraints. However,it mayalso be the case that some
the gap maybe attributed to an image that the respondents adopt, based on information
they acquire from the popular mediawhichpresents the mainadvantages of telecommuting.
This maygenerally be true for a broader class of situations wherenewlyemergingtechnology-based alternatives are studied. If misunderstanding is a constraint acting on
individuals, it should be studied in further modelingefforts directed at the choice of
telecommutingand other newtechnological applications.
The specific variables whichaccount for the preference of telecommutingvary in the degree
to whichthey can be subjected to policy intervention. Mostare internal constraints or
drives, whichare not sensitive to external changes. Eventhe important job suitability
variable, althoughan external facilitator, is not readily subject to changein the short term.
However,the data clearly showthat the low adoption of telecommutingis not due to Iack
of preference. Rather, external factors which may be more subject to policy influence
appear to be of primary importance. A subsequent study of choice maybe moreindicative
of factors whichcan be changedby meansof policy in order to affect behavior.
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Table 1: Pattern Matrix Loadings for Advantages and Disadvantages

Loading

Statement
FAC’rOR1: PERSONAL
BENEFITS(Independence and Leisure Drives)
Easy to pursue educationor personal interests

0.70

Have more independence

0.62

Havemore control over physical working environment

0.57

Increaseflexibifity

0.53

Have more time for myself

0.40

Saw~ money

0.29

Reducestress experiencedin mainoffice

0.27

FACTOR
2: OFFICEDISCIPLINE(Constraint)
Harder to get motivated to work awayfrom mainoffice

0.78

Too muchtrouble to rememberwhat to take back and forth betweenlocations

0.58

MaJinoffice is nicer]better equipped
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FACq’OR3: DISABILITY/PARENTAL
LEAVE(Work and Family Drives)
Be able to workwhile permanentlydisabled

0.98

Be able to workwhile temporarily disabled

0.85

Be able to workwhile on parental leave

0.45

FACTOR
4: FAMILY
(Family Drive)
Makeit easier to handle dependent(child or adult) care

0.73

Spend more time with myfamily

0.72

Be able to workwhile on parental leave

0.37
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FACTOR5: COMMUTING
BENEFIT (Constraint)
0.75

Use commute thne productively
Commutetrip is useful transition

between home and work

0.75

Commutetrip allows me to do errands on way to or from work

0.45

Workingat homemay increase family conflicts

0.28

FACTOR6: RELOCATION
(Work Drive)
Keep working at job after relocating residence

0.95

Keep working at this job after workplace movedto another location

0.86

FACTOR7: VISIBILITY TO MANAGEMENT
(Constraint)
Concerned about opportunities for visibifity

and career advancement

Risk of being viewed negatively by management

0.75
0.65

FACTOR8: WORKPLACE
INTERACTION (Constraint)
Prefer the professional interaction found at conventional workplace

0.78

Prefer the social interaction found at conventional workplace

0.71

r,,

FACTOR
9: STRESS(Work and Travel Drives)
Reduce stress

of commuting

0.66

Get more work done

0.59

Reduce stress experienced at main office

0.38

Help the environment by driving less

0.33

Have more control over physical working environment

0.29
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Tab|e 2: Pattern Matrix Loadings for Attitude Statements

Loading

Statement
FACTOR1: FAMILY/COMMUNITY
ORIENTATION
(Family

Drive)

Wouldlike to spend moretime with family and friends

0.86

Family and friends are more important than work

O38

Friendly relations with neighborsare important

0.36

Wolddlike to spend moretime on social, environmentalor religious "causes"

0.25

FACTOR
2: LACKOF CONTROL
(Independence and Leisure Drives)
Often
feellikeI don’t
havemuchcontrol
overmylife

0.77

Hardto be fully productive in the place whereI work

0.38

Workand family don’t leave enoughtime for myself

0.30

FACTOR3: STATUSCARUSER(Constraint)
Haveto admit that for methe car is a status symbol

0.72

A car/s nothing morethan a convenient wayto get around

-0.59

FAC’TOR4: WORKAHOLIC
(Work Drive)
Wouldliketo spend
moretlmeatwork

0.70

I ~a pretty mucha workaholic

0.48

Like to take risks whenthere is a chance for a goodpayoff

0.32

Wouldrather work with a team than by myself

0.31

Fatally and friends are moreimportant than work

-0.28
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FACTOR5: LACKOF SELFoDISCIPLINE (Constraint)
Haveto admit I am not very self-disdplined

0.63

Basically a pretty organized person

-0.49

Wouldrather work with a team than by myself

0.26

FACTOR6: INTERNALCONTROL(Facilitator)
Basically a pretty organized person

0.53

Generally try to spend some time each week on myself

0.45

I am generally satisfied with mylife

0.31

Family and friends are more important than work

0.26

FACTOR7: COMMUTE
STRESS (Travel

Drive)

Willing to reduce driving to improve transportation and air quality

0.48

Mycommuteis a big hassle

0.40

Wouldusually rather have someone else do the driving

0.31

FACTOR 8:

MISUNDERSTANDINGTELECOMMUTING(Constraint)

It is generally not appropriate for supervisors to telecommute

0.54

Most telecommuters are womenwith child care responsibilities

0.47

Telecommuting is the same thing as working from home

0.26

FACTOR9: UNSUITABILrI3" (Discarded)
Even if a person’s job is suitaNe for telecommutlng, there maybe other good reasons for
not allowing it
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0,68

Table 3: Variables MeasuringDrives
WORK-RELATED
1. C-factor 3: Disability/Parental

Leave

2. C-factor 6: Relocation
3. C-factor 9: Stress
4. E-factor 4: Workaholic
5. Numberof hours of overtime worked in two weeks
6. Wouldspendan extrahouron work
FAMILY-RELATED
1. (2-factor 3: Disability/Parental

Leave

2. C-fa~tor 4: Family
3. F.-factor

1: Family/CommunityOrientation

4. Numberof children less than 6 years old
5. Numberof children between 6 and 16
6. Presence of children less than 6 years old
7o Presence of children between 6 and 16
8. Female
9. - 12. variables 4 - 7 crossed with variable 8
13. Someonein household needs special care
14. variable 13 crossed with variable 8
15. Would spend an extra hour on family
INDEPENDENCE AND LEISURE
1. C-factor 1: Personal Benefits
2. E-factor 2: Lack of Control
3. Would spend an extra hour on self
IDEOLOGY
L Would spend an extra hour on a cause
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COMMUTE-RELATED
10 C-factor 9: Stress
2. Effactor 7: Commute
Stress
3. Two-waycommutedistance
4. Two-waycommutetime
5. Average commutespeed
6. Numberof vehicles per licensed driver ia the household
7. Numberof vehicles per worker in the household

4O

Table

4: Variables

Measuring

Constraints

1. Unaware (dichotomous)
2. E-factor 8: Misunderstanding
3. Never realIy thought about it
ORGANIZATION/MANAGER SUPPORT
1. Not offered or discussed
2o Management disapproves
3. Manconst (dichotomous)
4. Howmuchtc’ing from homesupervisor would allow (facilitator)
5. C-factor 7: Visibility

to Management

JOB SUITABILITY
1. Jobconst (dichotomous)
Z Howmuch tc’ing from home job would allow (facilitator)
3. Amountof location dependence (LD)
4. Amountof location independence (LI) (facilitator)
5. Control over scheduling LDtasks (facilitator)
6. Control over scheduling LI tasks (facilitator)
7o LDindex (composite of variables 3 and 5)
8. 1.I index (composite of variables 4 and 6) (facilitator)
9. Dummy
variable for being a supervisor
TECHNOLOGY AVAILABILITY
1. Don’t have all the resources I would need
2. Wouldtelecommute from a center if available
3. Need a computer and can’t borrow one from the workplace
4. Numberof tech. products/services

needed

COST
1. "Would cost me too much
2. Not enough space at home
3. No space available at home
4. Could create space at home
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SOCIAL/PROFESSIONAL

INTERACTION

1. C-factor 8: Workplace Interaction
HOUSEHOLD INTERACTION
1. Household distractions

a concern

2. Homeenvironment not suited to telecommuting
3. - 5. variables 2-4 of Cost Constraint
6. - 16. variables 4-14 of FamUy-RelatedDrive
DISCIPLINE/CONTROL

[

1. C-factor 2: Office Disdplhe
2. E-factor 5: Lack of Selfdiscipline
3. E-factor 6: Internal Control (facilitator)
RISK AVERSION
1. Like to take risks whenchance for a good payoff (facilitator)
BENEFIT

OF COMMUTE

1. C-factor 5: CommutingBenefit
2. E-factor 3: Status Car User
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